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Abstract
The purpose of this paper is to examine and evaluate the Servant
Leadership Theory of Flobert Greenleaf and to compare it to the leadership
skills of Mr. S.
Mr. S. is a licensed minister who will be ordained in the near future. He

volunteers as a lay counselor for at least four organizations including a
chemical dependency program for young men and a program for juvenile

offenders. He teaches bible classes and counsels young adults involved in
these programs.

The research methodology used in this study included a personal
interview and questionnnaire for Mr. S. and a survey and questionnaire for the
chaplain of the juvenile offender program.
The study concludes that Mr" S. does conform to the Flobert Greenleaf
Theory on Servant Leadership. Among the traits that were highly rated were
Mr. S.'s communication skills, forthrightness and honesty. Most impofiant, Mr.

S. was identified to have excellent servant Ieadership skills among his peers
and supervisors with the volunteer program,
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1.

The Staternent Of. The Pfghlem
This case study proposes to examine and evaluate the servant
Ieadership style of Mr. S. and Robert Greenleaf's Theory on Servant

Leadership. Is there a new servant leadership?
I have known Mr. S. for two years, and in that time, we have engaged in

numerous conversations pertaining to seruant leadership. I have been
especially intrigued with his ideology that there is a transition taking place in the
practice of servant leadership" Mr. S. acquired his knowledge and
understanding of servant leadership primarily through his experience in

ministry. l, however, have been researching the servant leadership model
through the readings and practices of Robert K. Greenleaf, founder of the
Greenleaf Center For Servant Leadership. This paper will integrate the biblical
viewpoint of servant leadership and that of Flobert K. Greenleaf 's theory whlch
was first introduced in an es$ay written by him, entitled, The Servant As A

Leader (1977) Since then, that and other articles and books have been
responsible for

inf

luencing future studies and prograrns in servant leadership,

I have chosen to write this case study for two main purposes. The first

reason is to introduce the servant [eadership theory to a larger audience. Even
though there are many leadership theorists that validate and ut[tize Flobert
Greenleaf 's concepts of servant leadership, it is not a disciptine that is often

taught in the academic f ietd such as Stephen Covey's Theory on Principte
Centered Leadership. My research in this study, however, has provided me
with what I betieve is an accountable but not necessarily a valid rea$on why it is
not a requtred discipltne. I witl discuss this in more detail towards the tinatity
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of this paper.

1.

The second reason I have selected to write a case study on Mr, S, is to

Tlq Statempnt Ol The Problem
This case study proposes to examine and evaluate the servant
leadership style of Mr. S. and Robert Greenleaf's Theory on Servant

Leadership" ls there a new servant leadership?
I have known Mr. S. for two years, and in that time, we have engaged in

numerous conversations pertaining to servant leadership. I have been
especially intrigued with his ideology that there is a transition taking place in the
practice of servant leadership. Mr. S. acquired his knowledge and
understanding of servant leadership primarily through his experience in

ministry. l, however, have been re$earching the servant leadership model
through the readings and practices of Flobert K. Greenleaf, founder of the
Greenleaf Center For Servant Leadership. This paper will integrate the biblical
viewpoint of servant leadership and that of Robert K. Greenleaf 's theory which
was first introduced in an essay written by him, entitled, The Servant As A

Leader (1977) Since then, that and other articles and books have been
responsible for

inf

luencing future studies and programs in servant leadership.

I have chosen to write this case study for two main purpose$. The first

reason is to introduce the servant leadership theory to a larger audience. Even
though there are many leadership theorists that validate and utilize Flobert
Greenleaf 's concepts of servant leadership, it is not a discipline that is often

taught in the academic field such as Stephen Covey's Theory on Principle
Centered Leadership. My research in this study, however, has provided me
with what I believe is an accountahle but not necessarily a valid reason why it is
not a required discipline. t will discuss this in more detail towards the finality
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accept the responsibility of success and failure. The servant leader relationship
continues as the followers develop a trust in their leader's abilities and, in the
process, develop skills and training of their own. This, again, perpetuates the
process of another potential leader.
An effective servant leader is intuitive. Flobert Greenleaf (1977) states in

his book, Servant Leadership A Journey lnto The Legitimate Power And

Greatnpgs. "Wise leaders know when to bet on these intuitive leads, but they
always know that they are betting on percentage$. Their hunches are not seen
as external truths." 2
to base a decision

(p23) lntuition ls useful when there

is a lack of information

on. lt is based on insightfulness, having as much information

and data as possible and making a decision. lt is at this level that trust is

developing among those individuals who are expecting an answer and trusting

the leader to make the right decision.
Foresight is another characteristic that is valued in a servant leader.
Foresight can assist the leader in being a step ahead and foreseeing the

unforeseen. Greenleaf

(1

977) believes that an individual can acquire foresight

by living in two worlds of consciousness. According to Greenleaf, "One is the
real world-concerned, responsible, effective, value-oriented. One is also

detached, riding above it, seeing today's events, and seeing oneself deeply
involved in today's events..."3 {p26} This can provide an equal balance of the
two worlds and a clearer perspective for making intuitive decisions.
Servant-leader$ are differentiated from other individuals because they
follow through with their beliefs. This may involve taking risks but they are
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willing to take the responsibility. They are change agents and they are
transformational leaders. There are, of course, many other aspects of servant
Ieadership that have not been discussed in this definition. They will be

discussed in the literature review from additional readings. However, to sum up
the definition of servant leadership, servant leaders lead by example.

The Sub Pr.oblems

1.

The flrst suh p.fohlgm. Thefirstsub problem is to determine if there is

a contemporary servant leadership practice emerging through the study and
interview process with Mr. S. as the subject.

2.

The second su.b p_roblem. The second sub problem is to compare

and contrast Mr. S's servant leadership style to that of the Robert Greenleaf 's

Servant Leadership Theory.

3.

The third su.b problem. The third sub problem is to evaluate the level

of effectiveness of Mr. S. as a servant leader.

Key Play.efs and Stakeholders
Key Playef Number One
Mr. S. is a licensed minister at a local church in the Twin City

Metropolitan area. He is active in several organizations in the Twin Cities as a
lay counselor. The primary groups he advocates for are young men and

women who have been incarcerated for various crimes ranging from theft to
armed robbery. He also advocates for A.B, C. Christian Center for Chemically
Dependent Men in Transition. Additionally, he volunteers for two more
transitional programs for young adults that will not be included in this study. Mr.

S. is fully employed with a tinancial instltution until he becomes ordained in the
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near future, Mr. S. is married to a long-time friend and co-worl<er at his place of

employment. He is the father of three children, ages seven, twelve, and

thirteen. Mr. S. regularly attends classes in the evenings to acquire additional
training in pastoral care and counseling.

Key Player N.Umher-T.wo
Key Player number two is Pastor

A.

Pastor A is the chaplain and evening

instructor at the A.B.C, Christian Center for Chemically Dependent Men. Pastor
A. also teaches bible classes and counsels individuals and support groups at
the center.
KeY

.Player Number Three

Key player number three is a group member of the chemical dependency

support group in which Mr. S. counsels. Mr. D. participated in the questionnaire
to evaluate the leadership skills of Mr. S.

Key Player Number Four
Key player number four is also a member of the chemical dependency

support group in which Mr. S. has counseled. Mr. C. participated in the
questionnaire to evaluate the servant leadership skills of Mr. S.

Key Player N"umher Five
Key player number five is the assistant chaplain at the facility for juvenile

offenders. He counsels incarcerated offenders and conducts bible classes and
Sunday services. Chaplain Ft. supervises the volunteer program. The above
key players are all active participants of the case study in servant leadership
and have contributed to the findings that will be discussed at a later tirne in the
study.

rf

b

The Hypotheses
The first hypotheses is that a rnore contemporary ideotogy of servant

leadership is emerging.
The second hypotheses [s that the leadership $tyle of Mr. S. is
contemporary.

The ,Dglimitations
The study witl not inctude an evaluation of Mr. S. as a pastor in his
church because he has not been with his church long enough to be evaluated
on his pastoral skills with the congregation.

Ih.q-Pefin ition Of Terms
Qgnceptual Talent. Conceptual talent sees the whole in the perspective
of history-past and future, states and adiusts goals, analyzes and evaluates
operating performance and foresees contingencies a long way ahead.
According to Flobert Greenleaf , conceptualizers are etfective persuaders and
relations builders, a qualification that is effective and necessary tor servant
leadership.
PrimUs intef Eares. Primus- inter- pares is a term often discussed in

Flobert K. Greenleaf's book, Servant Leadership. referring to the meaning,

"first among equals".

Heligion.

Floget's Dictionary uses synonyms such as dogma, culture,

creed. Flobert Greenleaf describes

religion as "Hebind to the cosmos". This

study allows both definitions for the reason that Mr. S. refers to religion in a
more biblical and spiritual sense, and Robert Greenleaf incorporates the
spiritual and cosmic definition.
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SequlAtization. Resources such as texts, Robert Greenleaf and the
dictionary tend to agree on the definition that secularization is the radical
reorganization sf the structure of society.

Aji_sumptions
The first a.ss-Umption is that there will be many similarities between the

philosophies of Flobert K. Greenleaf and Mr. S.

The lmportance Of The Study
Servant leadership is one of the lesser known models of leadership.
There are little, if any, empirical studies to be found on the topic. Greenleat's
theory on servant leadership is considered to he fairly new in comparison to the
other theories that have been studied. Robert Greenleaf did not publish his f irst
essay on servant leadership until

1970, lt is my contention that Robert

Greenleaf 's Servant Leadership Theory is a valid and valuable leadership

theory, based on my research through the Robert Greenleaf Center and the
findings of this study.
The importance of this study is to generate further interests in Ftobert
Greenleaf 's Servant Leadership Theory by establishing its value and

etfectiveness in servant leaders. Servant leadership is also an effective
ideology for individuals who are looking for life balance. The theory can serve
anyone and everyone who is looking for a simple, comprehensive leadership
model that will create and/or restore trust in working or personal relationships.

This study will serve its purpose if it can generate additional interests in
research and assist individuals to develop a better understanding of the
concept of servant leadership and the value it has in our society"

I
Heview Of Thq Eelated Literature
The concept of Servant Leadership is not new. The Bible advocates a
leadership philosophy called "Servant Leadership." The biblical perspective of

a leader is an individual with a God-given capacity to influence a specific group
of God's people so they can fulfill God's purposes. Servant leadership
produces in people a feeling of love and respect for the leaders because they
are performing God's will and have the best interests of their followers at heart.
Servant leadership is explained in Matt. 20.27 as Jesus says to two of his

disciples, Whoever will be chief among you, let him be your servant." 4
Servant leadership is not only a theory discussed in the bible and
churches, but it is also the focus of individuals in secular settings. Flobert
Greenleaf founded The Greenleaf Center for Servant-Leadership that
encourages persons from both profit and non-profit organizations to examine

their leadership styles. The basic philosophy of servant leadership, according
to Flobert Greenleaf, (1977) "is that the servant is servant first." 5 1p13) This
concept then manifests itself to the idea that conscious choice brings one to the
aspiration to lead.
Ftobert Greenleaf believes that servant leaders are f unctionally superior

because they are more grounded and humble. Servant leaders have more
insight and toresight which makes them more dependable and, as a result, they
are trusted for their outstanding values.
An effective servant leader always has a goal. The goals are clearly

stated and provide a purpose to those individuals who may not have such a
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clear sense and do not know what direction to take. The purpo$e of the leader
is to guide these individuals towards achieving their goals. Greenleaf argues

that the problem with many current leaders is that, "too many who presume to
lead do not see more clearly and, in defense of their inadequacy, they all the
more strongly argue that the "system" must be preserved." 6 (Greenleaf p15)
He believes that this is an error on their part and can result as a detriment to a

healthy leadership. This is, of course, a defense mechanlsm that they hold on

to because of an [nsecurity in their leadership activities.
The main thesis of the Flobert Greenleaf's Servant Leadership Theory is
caring for individuals and serving one another in which he believes is the
standard of which a good working and healthy society is established. The
question a servant [eader must constantly ask himsetf or herself

is,

"How can

I

use myself to serve best." 7 p19)
ln his book, On Bgcoming A Leqdqr, Vt'atrren Bennis (1989) advocates
sirnilar leadership characteristics to that of Flobert Greenleaf. For example, he
believes vision is a key ingredient to successful leadership. Similar to Robert
Greenleaf's phitosophy of foresight as being a necessary tool in leadership,
Bennis tells us that a true leader has a clear goal in mind and the ability to

follow it through. Bennis also agrees with Greenleaf's ideology that a leader
will pursue his or her goals even if it means accepting setbacks and failures.

I

(pBs)

The servant leader also reminds us that no individual is perfect, including
the servant leader. He says, "Acceptance of the person, though, requires a
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tolerance of imperfection."

I lpel ) This is to remind society to accept one

another for who we are and that those who feel inadequate in their abilities are
capable of achieving their goals if wisety led by the servant leader As a result,
the servant leader will acquire their trust. Greenleaf believes the key to
institution building is to be able to build a team of such individuals by "lifting
them up to grow taller than they would otherwise be." 10 qp21)
Janet Hagberg, author of the book, Real Power Stagpp Qf Personat
Powqr in Qrganizations, (1994) appears to be describing servant leadership in
the fifth stage of her leadership model. ln stage five of the model, individuals
rely on their intuitive voice to guide them. Stage five Ieaders will not be afraid to

share or give away power in order to allow others to lead. They find other forms
of power to guide them such as compassion, caring, appreciation and

friendship. These are the values that help lift them. They know their strengths
and weaknesses as well as their limitations and ctearly accept both. 11 (p106-

107) As in servant leadership, stage five leaders are visionaries. They are
creative, secure enough in themselves to ask difficult qr.Iestions and to go
against the rules if necessary to accomplish the goal. Most importantly, stage

five lndividuals are spiritually based. They accept and understand spirituality
and accept it is a power greater than they

are, lt is what their strength [s based

on. 12 (p 11s-117)
Soul Leadership Theory resembles servant leadership in distinguishing

ways. Janet Hagberg describes soul leaders in this way, "Leading from your
soul involves things l[ke meaning, passion, calling, courage, wholeness,
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vulnerability, spirituality, community." 13 (p228) This, too, is servant leadership,
The literature review clearly tells us that there are similar characteristics
and patterns found in servant leaders and leaders at their level. They are found

to have inner strength, vision, compassion, a love of life and a spirituatity that
provides them with the security and strength to be themselves. Their security
and sense of self-fulfillment allows them to help others in achieving their goals.
Although there are numerous leadership theorists who have developed their
own leadership models such as Warren Bennis, Qn Becoming A Leader and

Janet Hagberg, Real Power Stqges of Personal Power ln OJganizations, there
is little doubt that Flobert Greenleaf 's Servant Leadership Theory is well
received and validated as a constructive leadership model.

lnvestiqation Of The Problem And R.esq.arch Methods
The Data
The data of this case study relies on the primary and secondary forms of
data collection.

The primar:y d-ata relies on the direct respon$es of the questionnaires
and interview material provided by key player number one, Mr. S., and the
evaluations by the remaining key players in the study.

The seco[dal:U data relies on research and literature directly related
to this study.

Research Mqthodology
The research methods used in this case study consist of the following
procedures in order of their occurrence:

1.

Conduct a brief one-to-one meeting with Mr. S. to introduce the purpo$e

Augtburg Eollegt LlbrarY
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of the study and the procedures.

2.

Construct a questlonnaire for Mr. S. that will provide background

information, i.e. autobiographical data on Mr. S., including volunteer
experieJlces, short-term and long-term goals and questions on his philosophy

towards servant leadership I also composed a separate request form to list
three references of individuals or group$ that would participate on Mr. S.'s
leadership abilities and his leadership style.

3.

Send cover letter to Mr. S" explaining the enclosed questionnaire,

consent form and instructions to return to me.

4.

Begin researching topic on servant leadership and acquirlng as much

secondary data as possible that is relevant to case study.

5.

Compose ten interview questions for Mr.S. based on his volunteer

experiences working as a coun$elor and facilitator, hi$ definition of servant
leadership, short-term and long-term goals as a servant leader, in order to
address the statement problem and sub problems of the study.

6.
7.
8.
9,

Arrange a one hour interview with Mr. S.
Conduct an audio-taped interview at scheduled time with Mr. S.
Transcribe interview notes.
Select a sampling of two support groups that were listed by Mr. S. and

compose and send a questionnaire to a supervisor from each sample group to
objectively evaluate the servant leadership skills of Mr. S.

10.

Compose a survey for three to five group members that will evaluate Mr.

S.'s skills as a servant leader and role rnodel. Enclose a self-addressed
envelope tor convenience.

13
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1.

Compile completed questionnaires and surveys from key players and

evaluate problem and sub problems based on acguired primary and secondary
data.

Pptential Pfphlgms With Data Collection
One potential problem that is foreseen in the data collection process is
the availability of secondary data related to Flobert Greenleaf's Servant
Leadership Theory. Flobert Greenleaf wrote his first essay in 1970 and his life

ended in 1990. As a result, original research material is limited to this twentyyear span.
The second potential problem in the data-collection process is that there
will be very little, if any, empirical studies found on this topic as the theory is

fairly new in research. This may create a potential problem in the evaluation
process as there may be very little, if any, previous statistlcs or hard data found

to c-ompare this study with others.
The third potential problem in this study may result in the sampling

procedures. One of the focus groups Mr. S. counsels is a facility for
incarcerated adolescents and young adults. They will most likely not be
available to participate in the questionnaire or interview process.

The Interview Wlth-Mr-.-L
ln the one-to-one interview, I asked ten questions of Mr. S.that would

address his philosophy towards servant leadership, discuss shofi-term and
long-terrn goals in hls servant leadership role, and address issues that he saw

as obstacles or barriers that he believed could stand in his way towards
achieving his goals. The dialogue that took place between Mr. S. and myself
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was an hour long and, as stated before, focuses primarily on his personal and
professional experiences on servant leadership as well as his viewpoints and
and concerns on related issues. l have grouped the questions according to
their topic.

The interview will also compare and contrast the philosophies of Mr.
S.

and Robert Greenleaf.
A necessary point that I interpose here is that Mr. S. has not read

Robert Greenleaf's Servant Leadership Theory, His knowledge and
experience is based on the biblical viewpoint as well as his pastoral studles.

What lS A Lea.der?
Mr, S. described a leader

as

"One who has successfulty learned to

follow his or her leader and demonstrate or duplicate their will or vi$ion."
(Anita Walters personal interview, 23 October 1997). He also believes that
before any individual can teach, he needs to be a student first" That philosophy
is very close to that of Robert Greenleaf

one who serves

. Greenleaf defines a servant leader as

first. The servant begins the process by following and learning

and may then make their own decision if they choose to lead. ln following this
philosophy, Mr. S. continued to say that a good example of a servant leader is...
"one who is able to set aside all things about himself to corne and walk,

help,lead and guide...as in Jesus Ghrist who laid aside atl of the divineness that
he had to come to earth and given himself to those who follow him."
According to Flobert Greenleaf, and the book Servant Leadership, (1977)

a leader leads and initiates. "He provides the ideas and the structure, and
takes the risk of failure along with chance of success...a leader says, I will go
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follow me. "14 (p150) Mr. S. proclaimsto saythat a mistakethat is often made
today among leaders is that they are often put up on a pedestal and have a
ditficult time living up to the image that has been set for them. As a result, they

fall and disappoint the individuals that depended upon their leadership. The
only way to resolve the matter is for leaders to be realistic about their goals.
Greenleaf reatfirms the idea of realistic goal sefting when he says, "by clearly
stating and restating the goal the leader gives certainty and purpose to others
who may have difficulty in achieving itfor themselves. " 15 (p16) This gives the
follower a dream to strive

for. lt provides a vision. When asked if Mr. S. viewed

himself as a leader, he imrnediately answered no. He clarified this by stating,
"l want people to follow the leader that I follow. I want people to follow the only
flawless person I know...Jesus Christ." He continued to saythat he can lead
them to Jesus Christ and, in doing m, contlnue his ro]e as Jesus Christ's
servant, and that is his only role as a servant leader.

Professional. Goal Setti no
The next question asked Mr. S. if he has set personal and/or professional
goals for himself

.

This question addresses short-term and long-term goals and

the methods he will use to achieve them.
Short-term goals
Mr. S. had only one short-term goal that was important to him at this time.
He answers, "to learn more about Jesus and allow him one hundred percent

access through my life to manifest himself to people."
Mr. S, refers to the spiritual gift that God gave us that determines what we
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will do and who we will be. This philosophy is discussed in an article that was
written for the 1992 PBC Pastors' Conference, entitled, Servant Leadership and
Elderqhip" 16 ((p2) lt identif ies a servant leader as, "A true servant does what
he does from the heart to be seen by the Lord, not by men...a true servant un-

derstands the New Covenant and rests knowing that it is the Lord working in
and through him/her that is producing the results..."17 (pB) ln other words, this

servant leadership ideology identifies man or woman as being the tool or the
vessel that works God's services. The Christian philosophy of servant
leadership believes that the power should be left to God and a servant leader
carries God's word and serves God's purpose.

Long-term ooals
Mr. S. has one long-term goal that is extremely important to him and that

he has already taken steps to initiate. he states, "l have always wanted to
estabtish an outreach ministry...caring for people of all races and backgrounds."
He goeson to say, "...we have to reach people. We are living in some of the

most hurting times that there is." Mr. S. believes that society has become
desensitized about critical matters such as crime and hate. He gave the
example of watching television and reading the newspaper. Society, in
general, sees what is going on around us but we do not take enough action to
assist or intervene. He says, "as human beings and Christians we need to
reach out and do something about the poverty and the crime and the hate...we
need to get involved," Mr. S. is already taking steps towards accomplishing

this goal. His goal is to begin the ministry next year.
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Methods to accgmpllqh.goals
The primary method of achieving the goal of the outreach ministry is
through group involvement. Mr. S. believes, "...A good leader reallzes he
needs support. God had his disciples. Sometlmes we fall into the danger that

we need to do this ourselves and that is our greatest mistake. We need people

to help us fulfill our vision." Mr. S. is a strong proponent of group support and
involvement in achieving any goal.
What does Robert Greenleaf say about goal setting? Greenleaf sums it
up in one sentence when he says, u...As long as one is leading, one always
has a goal." 18 (p15) Greenleaf also believes that the ]eader is always aware

of the goal and can then relay it to anyone who may not be so sure. The goal
starts with a vislon, a dream, and in the process of pursuing the vision, the
seruant leader must develop the trust of the folJowers. Without the trust of the
foJlowers, the dream remains only that, a dream. A quote frorn the book entitled,

Leadership A Treasufy of Great,QUgtatipng-Eot Eyq.fybodlt ]Allto Appit'g.q to

Succqgd As A Leader. by Safire and Safire, (1990) describes goal setting this

way, "You have to set the tone and pace,

def ine

objectives and strategies,

demonstrate through personal exampte what you expect from others." 19
(Stanley Gault p 82)
tt appears that goal setting shares many of the same characteristics in

leadership theories. One cornmon denominator is vision. All goats start with a

vision. Mr. S. definitely concurs with Robert Greenleaf that goals are not
accomplished alone. Goals can only be achieved by working together.
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There were other questions that were asked of Mr. $. on achieving goals.
When asked, what is the highest goal that he would like to achieve as a leader,
his reply was, "entering heaven and seeing Jesus and hearing Jesus reply to
me, ""!Vel[ done my good and faithfut servar']t.

"' When asked what steps he

would take to achieve on any or all the goals, he replied, "to live in God's ways
and be his servant.' Mr. S. has based these answers in his role as a Christian
and pastor. His answer to achieving his goal throughout his career and
personal tife is to give the power away and tet God lead. This is not so different

trom Ftobert Greenleaf 's servant leadership philosophy that a servant leader
leads by example.

Wh.at i$sues are important

to you at thi.g time?

Mr. S. had only one answer to this question. He responded, "People
who don't know the love, mercy, compassion of Jesus Christ and how to love
one another." Another question asked of hlm was, what steps or action, if any,
was he taking in dealing with or resolving the problem or issues that confronted

hirn. Heanswered, "... lam explaining the gospel to ever)/one willing to listen.
I hope to accomptish this through prayer, church and the study of God's word,

the bible."
Mr. S. does address these issues through his work with the church and

as a lay counselor. Mr. S. is a licensed pastor and vo[unteers his spare time
counseting and teaching the bibte to young rnen and women who have heen
incarcerated and to a chemical dependent recovery group of young men in

transitlon. Mr. S. be[ieves one of the hest contrihutors that he can make to our
society is to provtde our youth with a sense of hope when they have given up
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and show them love when tlrcy feel alone. He believes the gift God has given
him to be compassionate and caring can make a difference. Society, in general,
has given up on some of these young people, and , in turn, so have these

young people who have turned to the streets and crime for survival. He says,
"theyVe glven up because we have given up on them. They talk tough, they act
tough...but inside they are frightened lattte children."
What ted Mr. S. to voluntreer work was looking for additionat ways that he
could help others. He tooked into various volunteer programs in which he had
hoped he could help. He came across four programs in which he is currently
involved with. This paper only focuses on two of those programs. Mr. S. plans

on continuing his work with these organizations indef initely and hopes to
continue to reach more people through his work. He onty hopes that others will
get involved and reach out.
I did not find much research from Robert Greenleaf without already

repeating past references. However, Lewis Hyde, author or, The Gift
Imagination And The Erotic Life Of Property (1983) touches on the art of giving,
in this case, the giving of one's time and

spirit. He refers to this process as

Spiritual Conversions. The process consists of "The Word is received, the soul
suffers a change...and the convert feels moved to testify to give the Word away
again."20 1p45) Of course, this is a similar process to that of Alcolrolics

Anonymous. lt is a process that has been successful in many prograrns and
continrre$ to be used. Hyde also refers to the art of giving

as "...with gifts that

are agents of change, it is onty when the gift has work+d in us, onty when we
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have come up to its tevel...that we can give it away rgain."21 (p45)
Mr. S. expresses a concern that not enough people are getting involved.

However, Robert Greenleaf would argue that the churches are not accepting full
responsibility ln reaching out. ln Servant Leqdership, Greenleaf stresses a
concern that churches are greatly needed to serve the [arge numbers of
individuals who need mediation and intervention but doesn't believe that the
churches are $uccessful in serving this purpose. Mr.S., a member and pastor of
the church and severa[ [nterventlon programs, is demonstrating his lntentfon to
take the initiative in developing an outreach program. Mr. S. and Flobert
GreenJeaf share the servant leader philosophy that an individual or group of

individuals need to step forward and take the inltiative in order to begin the
process of fulfilling the dream or the vision. However, I'm not so sure that Mr. S.
would he willing to accept Greenleaf's theory that the church is not doing its
part.

Mr. S. believes, thatabove

all, "...the best we can do is encourage

people to get to know the leader of leaders, Jesus Christ, and teach the word...

to lead people byhis example...and in doing so, these individuals wilt hopefully
find their own inspiration and courage to lead."
HoW dg,y.Qu.Erlsh

to be vieuved by others?

Mr. S. answffed this question by saying he wilt be viewed by others

exactly the way he has treated thern and he hopes that it will be with respect
and honesty. "i want to be a transparent person, someone with no hidden
agenda or motives. I cannot expect to galn other peoples' trust if I appear to be
hiding somethlng or appear to lack confldence in mysetf. I want people to
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see through me and like what they see."
This philosophy would appear to be right orlt of a chapter in Flobert
Greenleaf 's book on Servant Leadership. Again, leading by example is a

characteristic that both Mr. S. and Robert Greenleaf express a$ a necessary trait
in being or becoming a servant leader.
Mr. S. has expressed to me that trust and honesty are key components in

servant leadership. They are building blocks towards the development of
healthy personal and professional relationships. These are values that att good
leaders should maintain and without them there would certainly not be a
servant leader.

Do you belieVF.the-rq is a new direction gr

plaqq in_sgrvant leaders,hi

tfa[silion taking

p?_

This last question of the interview proposes to address sub problem
number one
This is the only section of the paper that will include the participation of
tl'te church as I believe it to be relevant to the foltowing discussion. I will also

integrate other theories and literature in addition to the interview material of
Mr.S. as it will be related to this paper.
There has been a great deat of controversy among leaders relating to the
direction of retigion and the church. Does this controversy inctude servant

leadership?

Js

servant leadership changing? Can it change? Should it be

changed? Are these questions currentJy being asked hy servant leaders?
I asked Mr. S. uuhat his opinion was on servant [eadership and if he saw

a transltion taking place. His answer is as follows.
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Mr.S.: "l see servant leadership going towards a controlling leadership
style...bythis lmean that a lotof peoplewant to control. Theywantto control
your thoughts and your actions. This is very distressing to me as God's servant.

And Iwonder...where is it eomlng from?' Mr. S. said he is seeingthe "contro[" in
all aspects. For example, he has seen it in his work with young men and

wornen. He has witnessed author:ity figures and sorne sounselors who have
used methods of control as discipline. He went on to say that what he was
observing and hearing was that people are *talking at' people and not "talking
to" peopte. Another exampte he used was the act of putting people down in
order to build themsefues up. "We want to remind them that we are authority
and that they should respect us...but what are we doing to earn their respect?
Do we deserve their trust? The young people I work with already lack trust for

the establishment. They think we let them down, whether we think so or not.
But what are we doing to help them?

"

Mr. S. expre$sed to me that he was disappointed in many leaders today.
He didn't specify servant leaders, per se, but leadership of any style that

promotes or approves of the "one up-one down" type of leadership. He does
not, however, believe that sorne churches are totally innocent. He told me that
we definitely need to see a change. Society needs to see more compas$lon,
especia[ly, the youth. He believes there needs to be a [atera] form of leadership
where there is no hierarchy to determine people's needs. Mr. S. believes
servant Jeaders could reach more peopte

1f

teaders were servants as

well.

deepest concerns are for our youth- "lf we are to reach them, to get them to
[isten to us.".we mustfirst ]lsten to them- They need to feel tlratu/e are

His
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approachable. They need to know we 'will' listen to thern. But we cannot reach
anyone if we are constantly reminding thern that we are above them...that we
are authority."
Mr. S. belleves there is change needed in secular and non secular

settings, He contends hlerarchy is becoming more and more pervasive in our
society. His resolution to the prohlem means educating people and setting an
example that control does not mean leadership. "Leadership means leading
the path for people who wish to grow."
This concludes my interview with Mr.

S. The following

discussion

includes the ttreories of Robert Greenleat and other theories that agree or argue
with the viewpoints of Mr. S.

There are several passages from the bible that describe servant
leadership as it should be. Servant Leadership is:
"Serving, not coffrmanding " (Mark 9.33-35)
"Flespectful, not looking down on others." (Romans 12.3)

"Exemplary, not dornlneering." (1 Peter 5 3)
"Equal, not superior." (Flornans 12.10)
"Submisslve, not coercive." (Ephesians 5.21)
It would be my contention that the Hoty Bible's definition of servant

leadership would be accepted by any servant leadership theorlst. The
definitions come very close to those used in Robert Greenleaf 's book on
$e,rVant Leadership. tt is diff icutt to see how such powertul words such as

equal, exemplary and respectful could be forgotten In a servant leader's

vocabulary. However, according to Mr. S-, these words are becoming less
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and less meaningful to the servant leader. Terrns such as coercive, superior
and domineering are surfacing rnore and mCIre in secular and non secular
settings.

The next section wllt focus on the hierarchy versr$ the laterat style ot
Ieadership and in doing so, I wllt be looking at Robert Greenleaf and other
theorists' vie'w on hierarchy in servant teadership. Does it exist? How does
Ftobert Greenleaf view the future for servant leaders?

Flobert K. Greenleaf's Servant Leadership Theory exists from his first

essay written in 1970 to his passing in 1990. Even though the Robert K.
Greenleat Center for Servant Leadership is continuing his work on servant
Ieadership, his personal philosopfry and ideology exists within a twenty year

span. His predictions and visions in servant leadership are limited to these
years and prior to 1970, and it is difficult to say if his visions and predictions
today would differ frorn those of Mr. S. or another servant leader.
Greenleaf's thoughts of a changing role in servant leadership are as
follows:
A fresh critical look is being taken at the issues of
power and authority and people are heginning to learn,
however haltingly, to relate to one another in less coercive
and [n more creatlvely supporting way$. A new
moral princifie is emerging which holds that the only
authority deserving one's atlegiance is that which is
freety and knowingly granted by the led to the leader
in response to, and in propor.tion to, the clearly evident

servant stature of the leader. " 22 (pg-10)
This passage detineates a positlve foresight for servant leaders. Greenleaf
is saying that a more lateral leadership styte is sudacing and there is hope to
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turn an authoritarian style leadership into one of equality" Greenleaf also
believed that a leader's authority would not be accepted solely on his or her
authority but also on their proven abilities as a servant-first. The emerging
servant [eader is trustworthy and teads by setting an example for those who
choose to follow"

Robert Greenteaf was a proponent of '*primus-inter-pares" which means

first among equals. He believed if organizations were experiencing failure
within their organizations, it was partty or mostly due to the structure. The first

tradition or structure was handed down trom the days of Moses.

The Hierarehical Tradition-The Lone Chief Tradition
The hierarchy is what most organizations of yesterday and today are
composed

of

.

The purpose of the hierarchy leadership style "the lone chief"

leadership style is to place one person at the top to control the individuals

below" The hierarchy or pyramid is also a term that is referred to in
organizations. 23 (p61-62)
The lone chief exists prlmarily because of tradition. Greenleaf argues the
point

that

"trustees do not want to assume the levet of continuing obligation

that would be entailed if they assign administrative re$ponsibility to a team of
equals. " 24 (p62) The evolved servant leader is rnore secure and would rather

experience working with a team of equals, or the primus-inter- pares. (See
lllustration A in Appendix) The primus-inter-pares is more effective to the

organization. The reasons listed below explain why.

The flaws of the Slngle Ghief
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ln the first flaw, Robert Greenleaf depicts a lone chief to be corrupt.

They are totatly isolated at the top and lack the support of colleagues. The
subordinates below are not going to be secure enough or brave enough
to talk in the sarne fashion as a colteague would. As a result, constructive
com munication becomes an obstacle.

The second flaw is what Greenleaf refers to as "image of omniscience"
from the lack of communication. The lack of communication creates a distortion
of judgment among alt individuals involved. Strong communication creates

healthier relattonships in which others will feel free to share ideas and
criticisms.

The third flaw is one of loneliness. They become insecure of what others
are thinking of them because they are isolated.
The tourth flaw is the burden of indecisiveness. When an organization
depends on one person for a decision, lt can be detrimental to the organization
to depend on the sole decislon maker if there is no other opinions or input
involved.
The fifth flaw is basing leadership to be only a few at the top. This

limits the opportunitles for others that could contribute significantly to the

organlzation. Bashally, organizations base their leadership on the pyramid.
The sixth flaw is overburden, Burnout affects job creativity especially
when that person was the sole decision maker and leader.
The seventh flaw is the disruption that occurs when the sole leader

leaves. The slack time it may take to rehire another individual could he lengthy
atfecting the operation of the entire organization.
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The eighth flaw is the power that is involved. Very few people can speak
for the chief as no one may want to listen to anyone beneath him or her.
The ninth flaw is too much responsibility given them and as a result,
they cannot keep up with the communication alone and must depend on
briefings and thelr creatlvity dirninlshes.
The tenth and final flaw is the most detrimental of atl because it promotes

a negative message to those individuals who can be effective and are
competent in their jobs that it doesn't matter because they're not boss.
Robert Greenleaf has provided an excellent argument for the "primus-

inter-pares" structure. This is the same "lateral leadership" Mr. S. referred to in
our discussion of a transition within servant teadership. Rohert Greenleat,
however, based his insightf ulness to this topic in the 1970's when the Servant
Leadership Theory was established. Although Mr.S. would like to see servant
leadership golng in the direction of "equal leadership," he referred to it as going
in the opposite direction and towards a "controlled" structure. Who is right? lf

Robert Greenleaf were here today, would he agree with this philosophy?
The final section represents Robert Greenleaf 's perspective on servant
leadership in the church. t have included this research in the paper because it
contributes to the sub probtem presented earlier in this paper regarding the

question: [s there a rnore contemporary ideology emerging in servant
leadership?
Flobert Greenleaf addresses the issues of '*The growing edge church"
and the direction he sees it going. Mr. S. did not directly comrnent on the

leadership direction of the church in the interuiew or questionnaire.
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I belleved it was a conscious choice on his part and I teft it at that.

The S,towing Edoe Church...What Direction ls

lt

Headed?

ln order to understand Robert Greenleaf's ideology on the growing edge
of the church, lt is important to preface his viewpoint and ideology of the

concept of "churches." Robefi Greenleaf views the churches as the
"institutionalization of humankind's religious concern" with its own mission like
in any other institution. 25

F 218)

Flobert Greenleaf contends that the church is a necessary institutlon [n

order to serve those individuals who require and seek their help. However,he
argues the point that the churches do not seem to be serving their purpose to
their fullest capacity.
The younger people stress their concern that society, in itself, is not
performing to its highest potentiat. There is a generation gap in education and
culture that is so wtde that neither generation under thirty or over thirty can tie
together.

The churches are judged harshty because it is an institution that is
expected to bring individuals together, spiritually and culturatly. Their
standards in doing so are being judged to be inadequate and below the status

quo. There was a tlme when the church was one of the most important
institutions in society. Greenleaf stressed an urgency that is needed to bring
the church back into our lives in order to provlde, "greater creative
opportunities for its peopte." 26 F80)
Although Mr. S. did not comment on the church itself as requiring a
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change in policy, he did express his concern for all leaders and society to rnake
a change f rom the "controlling structure" to a more lateral leadership style, in
which Greenleaf refers to as primu+inter-pares. At this point, Greentreaf and Mr.
S. are

in

totat agreernent that the youth are strongly affected by the generation

and communlcation gap between themselves and authorlty. Mr. S. provided a

resolution to this problem by opening up our communication methods to the
youth and society, in general, by establishing more ministries and outreach
groups that would provide an opportunity for all generations to come together:.
This would narrow the generation gap between "authoritf' and "youth" and,
simultaneously, all individuals would lrave the opportunity to gain the spiritual
guidance that they are seeking,
At this point, Robert Greenleaf and Mr. S. appear to be in total agreement

that a hierarchical leadership styte still exists. Why, then, is Greenleaf stating in
his research that he foresees leadership going in the direction of equality?
What suggestions does he have that would ]ead us in that direction?

ff,es.olutions To The Gro.ULng..Edge Church-Will They Work?
Flobert Greenleaf adopted the following resolutions to developing a more

contemporary styte institution: 27 qp8t-82)
TAsk fiUmber

one: Buitd a society of equals

in whlch there is strsng lay

leadership in a tru$tee board with a chairman functioning as primus-inter+ares,
and with the pastor functioning as primus-inter-pares for the rnany who do the
work of the church.

fask number two: Make a powerful force to build leadership strength in
those persons who have the opportunity to lead in other institutions, and give
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them constant support"
Robert Greenleaf professes that these are the primary dynamics needed

to build a healthier and more productive servant leadership.
Flobert Greenleaf conctudes that a leadership team with a primus will be
responsibte for creatlng more leaders than any other [eadership model.

However, in order to make it work, someone must have the vlslon to carry it on.
The vision will begin a movement toward a healthier and more servlng society.
Robert Greenleaf 's Theory on Servant Leadership does not stand alone
in its ideotogy to create a more equal leadership base. John Foskeu and David
Lyalt (1988) support his ideology on the need for a new direction in leadership.

Their book, Helping the Hglpe.rs Supervision and Pastorat Qare (1988)
promotes the idea of a more contemporary Jeadership styte of teamwork starting
with a vision. Traditionally, pastoral care, per Foskett and Lyall, has consisted
of the metaphor, "one shepherd and many sheep." 28 (p3-4) They foresee a
change in leadership that is towards a more group based leadershlp whiclr
acknowledges the slrengths as well as the weaknesses in servant leaders.
Their emphasis of leadership is ptaced on the pastors to create an environment
of equality, approachability and most important of all, service.
Servant leaders, such as Mr. S., Flobert Greenleaf, Foskett and Lyall,
share a common goal to develop a servant leadership style that would include
individuals coming together as a team in order to establish a healthier
Ieadership style that would reach out to society's needs.

lt is interesting to point out that Mr. S., Greenleaf and Foskett and Lyall
are speaklng from different time spans but they all share the sarrre vision.
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There is a mutual agreement anrong thern that society has been lacking in a
leadership that promotes equality, The question rernains: ls Mr. S. justified in

suggesting that we are still living in a hierarchical and contr,olling society? If
Greenleaf's Theory on Servant Leadership makes

m much sense, then why

is

it not practiced globally?
My intervlew with Mr. S. was enlightening because it r:aised many of the
same questions that were raised by Mr. Greenleaf in the genesls of his Servant
Leadership Theory. Mr-S'.s philosophy and responses to the question on the
direction of seruant leadership leads us to believe that the hierarchical sffucture
is stilt pervasive in our society. The implication is that society is not willing to let

go of old beliefs and that there needs to be the dominant leadership within the
organization to make it a success. The development of more and more
organizations and acquisitions in the corporate world contribute to this

misconception. Soclety is failing to look further into the numerous breakdowns
and failures of many of these dynamlcs because of the "lone-cHef" flaws that

were discussed earlier in this paper.
Are we back to where we started? I do not believe

so, Mr. S. is the

peffect example of a transformational leader, a change agent that is also
requ[red in pursuing a goal and a vision. tt is not enough to have the dream,
but the true art of a servant leader is futfilling the dream. A servant leader

completes the picture. Mr. S. has the vision and the desire to see it come true.
He has already initiated the project of an outreach ministry in his vision and is

currently developing his ideas to make it happen next year.
My intervlew with Mr. S. raised my consciousness of servant leadershlp
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in today's world. He was enthusiastlc and very cooperative about the case

study and the tindings that appear towards the finai phase of this study. Mr. S.
found it to be an excellent opportunity to learn about Robert Greenleaf of which
he shared many of the same ideas.
I found

Mr. S. to be extremely humble about his ach[evements

throughout the interview. As a matter of fact, in the two years I have known Mr.

S. he has always projected humility and modesty about his accomplishments
and has always been very gracious in giving credit to others that he has been
associated with through his work in ministry and the volunteer programs. His
enthusiasm was predominantly focused on the goals he wanted to achieve as a
servarfi leader.
Finally, Mr. S. demonstrated a sincere interest in the servant leadership
case study and regue$ted a followup on any recommendations that would
benefit his leadership style and abilities.

Case Study Questionnaire/Survey
The following section of the interview process involves a Case Study
Questionnaire and Survey that was sent to two support groups in which Mr. S.
volunteers as a lay counselor.

Findlngs
The A.B.C. Chrlstian Center for Shemical Dependents
Pseudonyms witt be used in the fotlowing surveys for the purpose
of confidentiafity.
The

A.

B.C- Christian Center for Chemical Dependents for Men in

Transition completed three of the tive surveys that were sent to them.
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The supervisor/director, of the group was asked to complete a Case Study
Questionnaire that commented on the leadership abilities of Mr.

S.

His survey

is included in the surveys that were returned to me from that group.
The que$tlonnaire for key player number two, Chaplain A. inctuded three
questions on the assessment of Mr. S.'s teadership abititie$, in essay form, four
multlple choice questions pertaining to his effectiveness as a role model and
one question on recommendations for strengthening his teadership style.
Essay Questions on Leadership

QhaplaisA.

1.

Question: Comment on the leadership skitls and techniques of ttre case
study participant.

Answer: "Mr, S.'s greatest skill isthat he is transparent. Mr. S. is very
real with the men here. Mr. S. is skiltful in teaching the word of God.

2.

Question: Do you betieve that his leadership skitls are/were effective
in facititating the group(s) within the organization?

Answer: Mr. S.'s leadership skills are greatly needed in organizations
such as the A.B.C. Center"

3.

Question: As a supervisor and director of the organization, what is your
perceptlon of him as a servant leader?

Answer: Mr. S. is a very dynamic servant leader who helps al] he can
and does so with his whole heart.
The following three muttiple choice questions pertain to the ro]e
modeling skitls of Mr"

S..

Pastor A- and the group were instructed

to circte the appraprlate responses as tollows:
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Excellent
4

Very

Good Fair

Needs

lrnprovement

Poor

Question: Does Mr. S. create an environment that encourages
the group members / participants to express their true feelings?

Answer: Very Good
5.

Questlon: Do you see hlm as a good ro]e model of ethlcat behavlor?
Answer: Exceltent.

o.

Question: How do you view his tactics in a teaching / counseling role?
Answer: Very Good"

7

Question: Overalt, how do you rate his ser:vant leadership?
Answer. Excellent.
The last question to Pastor A. is an essay guestion regarding
sugge$tions or recommendations to strengthen his servant leadership
skills.

I

Question: Do you have any suggestions in which lrc could strengthen
abilities as a Servant Leader? Please comment.

Answer: None.
Case Study Questionnaire for Group Membels-of A.B.C. Christian
Center for Chemically,.Dependent Men in Transitign._Eight questions were asked in multiple choice form for the group only.

They were requested to circle the appropriate answer as fo[[ows:

Always
1

Almost

Always Sometimes Flarety

Never

Question: He created an environment of openness and honesty.
*One out of two answered
almost always
*One out of two answered
always
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Question: He met the expectations of the group.
*One
out of two answered almost always.
*One out of two answered always.

3.

Question: Hls personality is /was highty energetic and enthusiastic.
"Two out of two answered always.

4.

Question: His idea$ are ctear to under:stand.
*Two out of two answered always.

5

Question: He sets an excellent example for the group to follow"
*Two out two answered always-

6.

Question: He created an environment that encouraged group members
to raise guestiCIns regarding individual issues or soncerns.
*One out of two answered sometlmes.
"One out of two answered always.

7

Question: His discussions are focused towards the needs of the group.
"One out of two answered almost always.
"One out of two answered always.

8.

Question: He presented hirnself a$ a good role model and teacher.
"Two out of two answered always,
The following questionnaire /case study survey was given to Fastor R.

who is a supervlsor / dlrector at a center for juvenile offenders. Pastor
completed the same questionnaire that was sent to Pastor A. with the
same instructions.

Essay Questions on Lpadefship

/

Chaplain H-

FI.
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1

Question: Please comrnent on the leadership skilts / techniques of
the case study participant.

Answer: Mr. S. is very organized (which I believe is his greatest
strength) He is very encouraging and forthright.
2

Quest[on: Do you believe that his leadership ski]ls and /were
etfective in facilitating the group(s) within the organization?

Answer: Yes, he was very effective with the group(s) he had
participated in"
3

Question" As a supeMsor director of the organization, what [s your
perception of him as a Servant t-eader? Please comment.

Answer. Mr. S. exhibits the great ability to adapt his talents to the
needs of the whole- very accommodating.
The following are multiple choice questions which pertain to his
skills as a role modet. The following responses to select from are:

Excellent
4

Very

Good Fair

Needs lmprovement Poor

Question: Does he create an environnnent that encourages the group
member(s) to express their true feelings?

Answer: Excellent
5

Question: Do you see him as a good role rnodet of ethical behavior?
Answer. Excellent.

6.

Question: How do you view the taetics in a teaching / counseting role?
Answer: Very Good.

7

Question: Overall, how do you rate him as a Servant Leader?

Answer; Exceltent.
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The following question pertains to any suggestions or recommendations
Pastor R. may have for Mr. S.

8.

Question: Do you have any suggestions in which he could strengthen
hls abi[ities as a Servant Leader? Please comment.

Answer: Mr. S, needs to curtail some of his enthusiasm in groups,
he sometimes gets ahead of himself and loses the group as a rezult.

Note* There is no survey from the group members at this facility. I was only
able to get the questionnaire / survey back from the director of the program

as the group members at the tacility are only brought there for counseling.
They are in ffansition to various correctional facilities throughout the state.
End of Survey

This completes the Case Study Questionnaire and Survey section
of this paper. lt is evident that Mr, S. is highly regarded among his peers and

support group members. The sampte is smatl and if i would have had the
opportunity to obtain additional surveys, the findings of this study may have
appeared less skewed.
The results of the study convey that Mr. S. exercises extensive
communication skills when working with his support groups and exudes
enthusiasm as a servant [eader:, [t is also apparent that Mr. S. is accepting of
others and demonstrates an ability to empathize.
Mr. S. conforms to the Robert Greenleaf Servant Leadership Theory

according to the evaluations of his peers and group memhers. His servant
leadership style closely matches the key etements of a servant leader
according to Robert Greenleaf. (See l]lustration B in the Appendix.) Based
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on the findings of the surveys and questionnaires that were completed by the
participants in this study, the servant leadership skills of Mr. S. closely identify
with the Flobert Greenleaf Servant Leadership Model and prove to be highly
effective with his work in lay counsellng. The findings were not able to identify
Mr. S. as a contemporary or traditional [eader:.

Summary./.$onclusion
This case study proposed to evaluate the Robert Greenleaf Servant
Leadership Theory and to compare and evaluate the leadership style of Mr. S.
as well as his effectiveness as a servant leader.
Mr. S" is a licensed minister wtro wtll be ordained in the near future. Mr.
S. volunteers his time and services with at least four organizations in the Twin

Cities. Two of these organizations were asked to participate in the study to
evaluate the servant leadership skills and abilities of Mr. S.
Thls paper proposed to serve two maln purposes. The f irst purpose was

to introduce the Robert Greenleaf Servant Leadership Theory to a larger

audience. lt is not a discipline that is studied uniforrnly ot as globally as other
established theories. However, it is a theory that should be acknowtedged by a
larger audience in order to understand another perspective of a leadership
style that is practiced in some organizations. The second purpose is to

evaluate the Rohert Greenleaf Theory of Servant Leadership in relationship to a
case study of Mr. S. who professes to teach and practice the philosophy and
ideology of servant leadership.
One of the primary chaltenges of the case study was collecting data and
estahlishing a bibliography on the topic of servant leadership. Robert
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Greenleaf originated his fir,st essay on the topic of servant leadership in 1970,
entitled, The Servant As Leadqr, and his original work continued for twenty
years after until hisdeath in 1990. These are the primary years of research
avallable on Flobert Greenleaf . $ince then, the Flobert Greenleaf Center for
Servant Leadership is continuing his work with additional studies on servant
Ieadership.
My diligent search for additional studies and research on servant

leadership introduced me to leadership styles that were not identified as
"servant leadership" b,ut resembled some characteristics and traits of the
servant leadership model. This brought me to the realization tl'rat I had read a
great deal of information on servant leadership but did not know or realire that it
already had a narne. For example, the Holy Bible describes servant leadership
in several passages of which I have provided in parts of this paper. Janet

Hagberg's book Reql Pow-er Stages of Personal P-ower in Organizatio,ns.
describss stage five as "power by purpose." The primar.y characteristics of the
leaders at this stage lnclude, calm, visionary, hurnble, spiritual, confident of life
purpose, and generous in ernpowering others. As lllustration B demonstrates in
the Appendix of this paper, these traits are extremely comparable to that of the
servant leader in Robert Greenleaf'$ Theory on Servant Leadership. My
research of this topic discovered a myrlad ot similar or cornparable theorles or
ideotogies to that of Robert Greenleaf.

ln addition to evaluating the Servant Leadership Theory of Flobert
Greenleaf, I focused on identifying and examining the three suh problems of
this study. These sub prohlems attempted to answer questions such as,
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1) what direction is servant leadership headed, if any, 2) to determine if the

leadership style of Mr. S. closely identifles with Robert Greenleaf, and 3)
evaluate the effectiveness of Mr. S.as a servant leader.
My research methodology included a questlonnaire and a one-hour
personal interview with t\4r. S., a multiple choice questionnaire that wa$sent to
all the key players, excluding Mr.S., and an additional questionnaire was sent
to the two supervisors / directors of the programs that Mr. S, volunteered with.

The questionnaire and interview with Mr. S. focused on que$tions that
pertained to goats, short-term and long-term, aspirations, personat ideologies
and philosophies on servant leadership and a question a$ to what direction
servant leadership was taking.
Mr. S. was very humble in discussing his personal and professionat

accomplishments. He was very enthusia$tic to discuss his visions. His primary
vision and goal that he is focusing on at this time is creating and developing an
outreach mission for people in transition and seeking guidance. He is already
anticipating next year to be the beginning of fulfilling his vision.
Mr. S. discussed his concern for the future of our young people and

future generations to follow. His volunteer work with young rnen and women in
transition is extremely important to hlm and he intends to continue this work for
an indefinite time. He conveyed to me that we are not reaching out to society
the way we could. Mr. S. maintains the idea that society has become

desensitized to pain and sorrow, and instead of listening to our tetevisions and
reading our daily newspapers, we shoutd he taking that time to reach out and
hetp those indivjduals in dire need of our compassion.
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Mr. $. is deeply concerned about the direction that servant leadership is

taking. He would like to see a more '*lateral" or "equal" leadership style
practiced. He belleves that leaders of today and tomorrow are utilizing
authoritarian and hlerarchical stytes of teadership.
Robert Greenleaf prophesized a "prlmus-inter-pares" leadership styte
occurring in the future. Mr. S. and Robert Greenleaf agree that there is a
"hierarchical" or "pyramid" style leadership that is pervasive in this society.
However, lvlr- S. is less optimistic about a more contemporary change of servant
leadership in the near tuture, based on his personal and professional
experiences of today.

The research and findings of this case study on servant leadership were
not able to prove or disprove either hypotheses on the topic of a contemporary

servant leadership style emerging. Additional research methodology and a
[arger sampling population would, in my opinion, provkCe a better study for that

problem. Again, the sampling was not large enough to gather enough data to
establish a consensus if Mr.S.'s servant leadership style is contepnporary or

traditional. There are no clear findings.
The results of the survey and questionnalre methodotogy clearly do
indicate that Mr. S.'s leadership style conforms with the Servant Leadership
Theory by Hobert Greenteaf. The resuJts also convey that Mr. S. ls regarded as

a highly effective servant leader.

Hecommendations
Mr" S. has asked to meet with me to discuss the findings of the case

study. Mr. S- was very cooperative in this study and conveyed a great deat of
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interest on the topic.
Mr. S. was highty regarded as an effective servant leader and was highly

praised for his contributions to the programs he volunteered with. There was
only one recomrnendatlon by key player number five, Pastor FI. Pastor Fl. is the
chaplain and superviffir over the juvenile offender program where Mr. S,
volunteers his services as a lay counselor. He recommended that Mr. S.
slightty temper or modify his enthusiasm with the groups at this particular

program. Mr- S. exudes enthusiasm when he speaks, and, though this is
normally an excellent quality for a servant leader to possess, it is not always
appropriate or suited for this particular program. This program includes a
diverse population of economic and educational backgrounds. There are times
that Mr. S. has "[ost his audierTce" as a result of the enthusiasm.
I witt

be meeting with Mr. S. to discuss the results of the case study. tf I

were to continue with this study in the future, I would extefid the sampting
population in order to create a better research methodology. However, the
Servant Leadership Theory is very difficult to research due to the time span that
Robert

G

reenleaf based his research

on. lt is clearly understood at the

conclusion of this paper why there are little or no empirical studies found on this
theory.
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APPENDlX

Sinqte Chiet Pvramid

Lone O

Chief

oooooooo
ILLUSTFIATION A

Itlustration A - The Lone Chief Hierarchy is the mosl widely accepted
teadership style in organizations today. Control is at the
top with subordinates at the bottom.

lllustration B - The Primus-lnter-Pares Servant Leadersfrip Model First Among Equals. A team of equals working together
to futfifi a purpose.

Primus-lnter-Pares

o-o-o,o-o-o-o
Primus
TLLUSTFIAT]ON B
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APPENDIX

KEY ELEMENTS OF SEHVANT LEADERSHIP

Flobert Greenleaf

1

Listening receptively to what others have to say.

2.

Acceptance of others and having empathy for them.

3.

Foresight and intuition.

4.

Awareness and perception.

5.

Having highly developed powers of persuasion.

b.

An ability to conc€ptualize and to communicate concepts

7.

An ability to exert a healing influence upon individuals
and institutions.

I
I

Building community.

10

Reeognition that servant leadership begins with the

Practicing the art of contemplation.

desire to change oneself.

ILLUSTFIAT]ON C.
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